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Figure 1: (Left) Wander bot on phone (Right) Exhibition photo. 

ABSTRACT 
People always envision the future of earth through science fction ∗Corresponding author (Sci-f), so can we create a unique experience of "visiting the future 
earth" through the lens of artifcial intelligence (AI)? We introduce 
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both the text description and location photo, facilitating future 
imagination. The project also includes a real-time visualization of 
the human-AI collaborations on a future map. Through journeys 
with visitors from all over the world, Wander demonstrates how AI 
can serve as a subjective interface linking fction and reality. Our 
research shows that multi-modal AI systems have the potential to 
extend the artistic experience and creative world-building through 
adaptive and unique content generation for diferent people. Wan-
der 2.0 is available at http://wander001.com/ 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Applied computing → Media arts; • Human-centered com-
puting → Interaction design process and methods; Text input.

KEYWORDS 
Artifcial intelligence, human-AI interaction, chatbot, gaming, in-
teractive fction, design fction 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
How will the future earth look like through an AI agent’s eyes? This 
paper presents a narrative AI chatbot called Wander, which uses 
knowledge-based story generation to produce interactive fction on 
daily communication platforms such as Discord1. Relying on the
users’ language text inputs, Wander creates science fction stories 
based on real-world map information and photographs, as well as 
the future scene generated by text-to-image Stable Difusion model. 

This work aims to capture the sense of "visiting the future earth" 
through an approach of human-AI collaboration. Each time having 
received a location message sent by the participant, Wander gen-
erates a unique, science fction-style interactive travelogue based 
on real-world location information and photos from the Google 
Knowledge Graph[6]. Through free input text commands with-
out predefned options, participants can direct Wander to explore 
locations on the "future earth". The records of these travelogues 
are visualized on a future global map, which updates in real-time 
through public participation. The interpretation of outcomes varied 
through the audience’s personal choices, memories, and expecta-
tions. 

In the previous version of Wander 1.0 [15], the authors discussed 
how people would interact with an AI agent in a narrative context 
of the future metaverse. In this upgraded version, with the state-of-
the-art large-scale text-to-image generation model (LTGM) Stable 
Difusion[5], Wander can transfer the destination photo into a futur-
istic style while keeping the generated image’s content consistent 
with the text. By taking this approach, this work provided collabo-
rative speculation[11] to how human may co-explore a concept of 
" future earth" with AI. 

1https://discord.com/

Inspired by text-based adventure game like Multi-player dun-
geon (MUD) [16] and prior study that enabled a collaborative expe-
rience in which users’ fantasies were facilitated by AI-generated 
visuals [11], this interactivity provides a crosspoint between reality 
and virtuality and turns data of familiar surroundings into future 
speculations. Moreover, with the integration of a story generation 
model, state-of-the-art LTGM, together with knowledge graph with 
a visualization map, we contributed a practical workfow on how 
to develop an AI-based collaborative chatbot that can serve as an 
intelligent storyteller. 

2 CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND 
The idea of ‘’future traveller” took shape during the COVID-19 pan-
demic when traveling was limited. Our work was initially motivated 
by an observation between the travel limitations and numerous 
advancements of generative AIs which have shown great potential 
to facilitate creativity. We aim to articulate if there is any opportu-
nity for human to leverage the capability of generative AI and has 
an "imaginary travel" with AI that is beyond time and space. Just 
like UC Berkeley’s graduation ceremony in Minecraft 2 and Travis
Scott’s concert in Fortnite 3, the virtual world extends people’s
experience of daily life beyond the limits of geographical location 
and the pandemic. Everyone can easily participate in it. Generally, 
people have always used science fction as a means of imagining 
the future. While leveraging the features of AIGC nowadays, peo-
ple can imagine the future, which looks diferent but somewhat 
familiar. 

3 RELATED WORKS 
We focus primarily on projects using large language models (LLMs) 
which can achieve dynamic content generation beyond pre-written 
rules and contents. Through this, AI agents are becoming intimate 
companions in Replika [7], social members in Xiaoice Island [4], 
and even actors in talk shows [3]. More recently updated dialogue 
models, such as ChatGPT [12] and Character.ai [10], have even 
more capabilities, ranging from customizing systems (simulating 
a library or operating system, writing fction, and even papers) to 
playing roles. 

However, besides the progress in LLM, researchers questioned 
the agency and autonomy of models since the generated content is 
backward-oriented through the collection of data [13]. We hope to 
mediate this argument through an artistic experience. Even though 
AI systems generate outcomes through the analysis towards data, 
the meaning for humans is left for subjective interpretations. Re-
searchers in HCI provides a framework and metrics for "meaningful 
interaction" [9], but still cannot evaluate it since it’s subjective. This 
leaves space for artists and designers to consider how human-AI 
interactions can become meaningful. Our entry is to introduce real-
world information, like map, which can connect and resonate to 
public viewers. 

We got inspiration from text adventure games like Multi-player 
Dungeon (MUD) [16], wherein players use text descriptions to 
choose the next step, and prior work in which AI-generated visuals 
were used to enhance users’ imagination on utopian [11]. This type 

2https://www.minecraft.net/
3https://www.epicgames.com/fortnite
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of experience has also been extended through LLM in recent works 
like AI Dungeon [1] and 1001 Nights[14], in which players can use 
free inputs without fxed choices. In this way, human-AI interac-
tion can make sense of uniqueness and meaning for each person, 
drawing upon their varied memories and experiences, instead of 
the formalistic plots the developer presented in advance. In this 
work, we developed an AI-based chatbot that served as a narrator 
between the fctional and the real world, allowing people to visit 
their hometowns or dream travel destinations through the lens of 
future adventure. 

4 IMPLEMENTATION 
Our approach contains two parts: Wander chatbot (conversational 
agent) and the future map. During the exhibition(Fig. 4) , we put 
three screens for the installation: (1) Concept Video (2) Chatbot 
Channel (3) Future Map. The audience can use the iPad to send 
messages or scan the QR code to join by phone. When Wander 
sends back the initial travelogue, the map will automatically rotate 
and pop-up the record. We imitate the experience as how people 
search locations on Google Maps, to bring the feel of "see the future 
earth". 

4.1 Wander Chatbot 
The core part of this project is a conversational agent called ”Wan-
der”. According to the background story we set, She is an android 
that explores and collects data from the future earth. She needs hu-
man’s help to visit diferent places, and She can receive commands 
from the 21st century through Discord. 

Each time when a participant sends a location message with 
"!Visit" command, She will get to that place in a random year be-
tween 2600 and 5000 AD, then sends back travel notes including 
GPS location, environment description and an image. The text de-
scription is real-time generated based on the knowledge graph of 
the location. Then through text-to-image model Stable Difusion, 
the actual photo from Google Map will turn to a future version 
that matched the description. Then, with the "!action" command, 
participants can ask Wander to explore the place in any method, 
like searching for lives, getting into the ruins, etc. 

4.2 Future Map 
Future map is a visualisation website for public participation. After 
receiving the generated results of "!visit" command, the future 
map will rotate and scale to the destination, then this travelogue 
will update and show up (Fig. 4). Travelogues in each location 
would be sorted in the timeline. Each location has a lighting pillar 
that visualised the number of visits. Since "!action" commands may 
contain private preference, only records of "!Visit" commands would 
be shown. 

This experience is also accessible out of the exhibition. Partici-
pants can travel with Wander on their phone or PC through discord 
channel and the website. People can rotate the globe and check the 
journey histories of each location. 

4.2.1 Methods. 

Story generation model. The text generation model we used is
called dreamily.ai [8], a creative writing platform using a modifed 
transformer (a self-attention multi-layer neural network) model 

Figure 2: Example travelogues from audience interactions. 

https://dreamily.ai
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Figure 3: Conversation with Wander. 

trained with quality fction. Both the English and Chinese data sets 
consist of open access to fan-fction and e-books on the web, and 
both data set sizes are about 100 GB. Although this model is not 
appropriate for ubiquitous tasks (e.g. writing ofcial documents or 
codes), it is suitable for story generation. We used its zero-shot story 
generation ability with a designed prompt. The prompt of Wander 
includes two parts: (1) Wander’s self-introduction, including her 
motivation and task in the future world and (2) Summarised de-
scription of the visited location. We used Google Knowledge Graph 
to extract descriptive sentences into a short introduction of the 
location. With the location-specifc prompt, Wander will produce a 
rich and surprising response that corresponds to the destination. 
When Wander sends back the initial travelogue, participants can 
send "!action" command (e.g. "search for life") to instruct Wander 
to explore the location. The message will be interpreted as frst-
person action of Wander ("I search for life,"), added to the prompt, 
and generated the result. The response will be saved in the prompt 
for the next "!action" command, and so on. Due to the memory 
limitations of the model, Wander is limited to only 8 actions. 

Image generation. In this version, for image generation, we used
stable difusion [5], a latent difusion model conditioned on the 
(non-pooled) text embeddings of a CLIP ViT-L/14 text encoder 
[2]. This model is able to command image-to-image tasks through 

text prompts, which means, we can modify real-world photos on 
Wander’s description. 

Through Google Maps’ API, we can get the GPS location and the 
image of the place, if it exists. We designed a realistic concept-art 
style prompt for image generation, and the corresponding parts will 
be replaced by the name of the destination and Wander’s description. 
After experiments, we put the strength parameter to 0.7 with 30 
steps to balance the original photo and the difusion generation. 
Through this real-time workfow, the future scene will generally 
transfer Wander’s observations of the place into a future image that 
also keeps the features of the original photo. The total generation 
task will take around twenty seconds on A100 GPU. 

5 CONCLUSION 
In this design fction work, chatbot Wander utilizes knowledge-
based story generation and a text-to-image model to create interac-
tive fction on daily communication platforms. As a creative system, 
She demonstrates procedural playable story generation in a specu-
lative situation. As a storyteller, She became a subjective interface 
that mediates human-AI relationships through explorations on a 
future earth that is generated through map information. Up until 
2023 January, Wander met over 20000 visitors, who left feedback on 
how an accessible AI narrator, similar to characters in video games, 
can tell meaningful stories together with humans. We believe that 
in the near future, artistic experience and world-building can be 
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Figure 4: (Top) Exhibition and (Bottom) future map. 

designed by individuals, conveyed and extended by multi-modal 
AI systems, and interpreted by the audience. 
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